
2. Thug/TRL/Hip-hop/holla atcha boy snowboarder/skier: If you’re white, from the suburbs, and you think G 
Unit is so underground, then this my friend, or should I say dawg, is your steez.
 Helpful Hints

- No one feature makes this look complete, each item plays an intricate role in this steez. One 
item without the other is like G Unit with 50 Cent and Lloyd Banks, but no Young Buck- and 
that shit is just wack yo.

-  Jacket: It better be puffy, oversized, and it must, and I stress MUST, have a fur-collar. It 
doesn’t matter how hot it is outside, you can always rock your puffy. If it is too hot, 

try the coat sag. 
- Pants: Again, they must be oversized and below your ass. Now, last year 
sagging your pants was hot, but this year its en fuego. The closer to your knees 
the better, and don’t even think about wearing the same pair you wore last year. 

Your boxers better be “hella” tight, since everyone within a mile is going to be 
able to see them. 
- Belt: A belt is key to synch your pants around your thighs and it better have 
a big ass belt buckle on it. 
- Goggles: Pants aren’t the only thing hot to sag. To properly sag your goggles, 
make sure your entire nose is covered by your goggles. Your upper lip should nearly 
touch the lowest part of your goggles. The strap should run across the tops of your 
ears at a 23-degree angle. By pulling the protective foam from the nose piece of the 
goggles one can achieve a killah goggle sag. 
- Jerseys: If you know anything about hip-hop, nuff said. 
- Bandanas: Since you’re a white kid from the suburbs and the closest you’ve ever come 
to a gang is listening to 2pac in your dad’s Land Rover, you and your crew need to step up 

your image with a little color. This will also help you point out your crew to the 
honeys on the lift. 
Bandanas can be placed around your head, around your leg, or hanging out of your 
back pocket. Best case scenario, rock all three in 
the triple steez look. 

Bandanas also make killah facemasks, being 
incognito is so hot this year.
- Tunes: If you’re bumping anything but 
an Ipod, you need to 

chiggidy check yourself, before you 
wreck yourself. As far as head-
phones, the bigger the better- think 
Princess Laya.

- Attitude: Just because you 
know you’re from the suburbs 
doesn’t mean that anyone else has to know. Claim Compton, claim Jamaica Queens, claim south side anywhere 

as long as it’s ghetto. As far as anyone else knows you’re a straight hood, so act like it; or should 
I say, REPRESENT (insert your favorite hood here). Hoods don’t screw up a backside lip, gear 
does. That’s right, don’t hesitate to blame all of your shortcomings on your gear. Break your board 
for affect, or at least throw it. 

Starting in the upper left-hand corner: 
  You didn’t do Buns of Steel all summer for nothing! Show off that ass and let your 
pants sag.
  A puffy coat with a fur collar is P-I-M-P and really original. No ones rockin’ fur yet. 

  Pants are the only thing you can sag. Everything is that much cooler when you 
sag it. 
  Ipods are where its at. If your headphones aren’t bigger than the thing you’re 
listening to music on you’ve got issues. Make sure to rock the goggle straps over the 
headphones so people know you’re a corporate whore.

  Hockey temper- its not just for hockey anymore. Break your gear if you must, just 
don’t blame yourself or your skillz.

  Bandanas are so hot because you can sport em’ everywhere. Try the triple steez: head, 
leg and pocket. Set off the look by wearing an arm band as well.


